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RT1003 v2: Ready for challenging 
GNSS conditions 
 

Comparing the performance of RT1003 v2 and RT1003 v1 
You would be correct to expect that the RT1003 v2, featuring quad-constellation GNSS aiding and 
OxTS multi-core IMU technology, would outperform its predecessor, the RT1003 v1 – but just how 
much better is the performance? 

In January 2022, OxTS conducted a real-world test in Oxford, UK, to assess the performance 
improvement the RT1003 v2 offers, particularly in challenging GNSS environments. 

In short, the RT1003 v2 performs approximately twice as well as the RT1003 v1, achieving RTK for 
59% of the route (vs 30%) and reporting a mean horizontal position accuracy of 5.7 cm (vs 12.2 cm) 

What follows is a report on the detail behind the results. 

 

The RT1003 v2 achieved a mean horizontal 
position accuracy of 5.7 cm, compared to 
12.2 cm for the RT1003 v1. 

 

Data collection 
One dataset was collected in Oxford, UK. 
 

Equipment 
• 1 x RT1003 v2 
• 1 x RT1003 v1 
• 1 x RT-Strut 
• 2 x Tallysman TW7972 antenna 
• 2 x GNSS splitter 

 

Setup 
The RT1003 v2 and RT1003 v1 were both installed on a single RT-Strut inside the test vehicle.  
Primary and secondary antennas were shared between the two devices via a GNSS splitter. 

The test was performed without RTK corrections in real time. Both systems were post processed in 
NAVsolve with the same RINEX file using gx/ix but only running in simulated mode. This gives an 
accurate reflection of real-time performance, had real-time corrections been used. 

Forwards/backwards processing was not performed to improve the data as this is not representative 
of the typical use case. Usually, the RT1003 is used for real-time data logging to an external DAQ. 

  



 

 

 
 

 

Test route 
The test route was devised to be representative of the typical public road-testing use case. It 
contained a mix of open sky, rural, dual carriageway and urban road conditions, including a section 
through the city of Oxford. 
 

Images showing full test route (left) and city section through Oxford (right) 

Map data ©2022 Google 
 

Along the route, the test vehicle encountered areas of dense tree canopy, narrow streets, and tall 
buildings which created challenging GNSS conditions. 

 Images showing the types of environments encountered on the test route 

Map data ©2022 Google 

 

  



 

 

 
 

 

Parameters evaluated 
Data analysis focused on the following performance parameters: 

• Percentage of data captured in RTK 
This metric displays what percentage of the data was captured with the devices’ highest level 
(2 cm) position accuracy. 

• Mean horizontal position accuracy 
This metric indicates the average level of position accuracy each device achieved. 

 

Results 
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Percentage of data captured in RTK 
Throughout the route, the RT1003 v1 reported gxInteger position mode (RTK) 30% of the time.  This 
dropped to 8% when only looking at the most challenging section in central Oxford. 

The RT1003 v2 performed approximately twice as well, maintaining gxInteger for 59% of the full route 
and 30% of the central Oxford section. 

 

Mean horizontal position accuracy 
The difference in time spent in RTK impacted the mean horizontal position accuracy of both systems.  
The RT1003 v2 reported a mean horizontal position accuracy of 5.7 cm throughout the full route, and 
9.9 cm in central Oxford. 

By contrast, the RT1003 v1 achieved a mean position accuracy throughout the route of 12.2 cm, 
increasing to 24 cm in central Oxford. 

Furthermore, even in the most challenging conditions of the route, the RT1003 v2 achieved position 
accuracy which is typically suitable for lane-level positioning. 90% of the RT1003 v2’s data was 
captured with 27 cm position accuracy or better, and 99% of the data was better than 38 cm. For the 
RT1003 v1, these figures were 45 cm and 96 cm respectively. 



 

 

 
 

 

Conclusion 
At the beginning of this report, we asked how much better the RT1003 v2 performs, compared to the 
RT1003 v1. 

The results suggest that the RT1003 v2 performs approximately twice as well as the RT1003 v1. As 
both devices used the same satellites and corrections during this testing it is possible to attribute the 
differences in performance to differences between the two models, including the improved GNSS 
receivers and the latest OxTS multi-core IMU technology featured in the RT1003 v2. 

Overall, the results indicate that with the RT1003 v2, you are ready to capture accurate data in 
challenging GNSS environments. 

 

Overall, the results indicate that with the 
RT1003 v2, you are ready to capture 
accurate data in challenging GNSS 
environments.  

 

Be ready for challenging GNSS conditions 
Find out more about the RT1003 v2 at www.oxts.com 

https://www.oxts.com/products/rt1003-lightweight-gnss-ins-for-automotive-testing/
https://www.oxts.com/products/rt1003-lightweight-gnss-ins-for-automotive-testing/
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